
 

TERM: 

SUMMER 

ROAD SAFETY THEME: 

Stop Look Listen Think 

AGE GROUP: 

PRE-SCHOOL 

Key Teaching Points: 

 Revise importance of holding hands 

 

 

 Intro: Stop Look Listen Think routine 

Curriculum Links: 

Communication, Language & Literacy/ Language for thinking 
30-50months/40-60months 
Personal, Social & Emotional Development/ Behaviour & Emotional Development  
40-60months 
Knowledge & Understanding of the World/ Place 
30-50months/40-60months 
 

Preparation & Materials:  

 Toy- preferably one familiar from the setting with a big bandage or plaster. 

 A mock path and road section for follow up play (play mat- one available in 
our Loan Box/ or make one -  paper n’ paint/ chalk) 

 Stop, Look, Listen, Think sequence of pictures. 

Suggested Lesson: 

Introduce a setting toy who is wearing a bandage and or big plaster…. 

‘Teddy’ hasn’t been playing safely …he’s hurt himself. Can any of you guess what 

might have happened? What do we call things that can hurt us. 

We need to know how to stay away from the things that could hurt us  - that’s called 

being  

Teddy got hurt outside walking on the way to Pre-School. How many of you walk on 

your way here? Here is a big word for you to remember –  

If you are out walking you are a                            let’s all say it. 

What dangers can you think of that Teddy might need to look out for when walking to 

Pre-School? 

 

 Revise vocabulary: kerb, pavement, road, traffic, 

safe, danger. Introduce word : pedestrian 

  

 Intro word : pedestrian 

 

Pedestrian 

safe 



 

Let’s pretend we are Teddy going to Pre-School (Run through the journey either with 

the children going through the actions on the spot/ watching adult act out the story/ 

looking through a series of posters/looking through a series of photos of the locality 

in a small group-whichever suits your group and circumstances best) 

KEY TEACHING POINTS to meet on the journey: 

*Walk on the pavement 

*Hold hands/buggy / shopping bag as there is danger from the road and from 

traffic crossing the path. 

*Children and Teddy are small and hard for traffic to see. 

*To cross the road…We use the Green Cross Code 

*Stop at the kerb where you can see and be seen. 

*Look and Listen for traffic coming. What might you see? Why is it 

dangerous…? 

*If there is something coming let it pass. 

*When it is clear cross the road holding hands  

*Walk straight across, looking and listening staying close to the grown up all 

the way. 

Teddy got bumped by a car parking in the car park, it was going backwards. Like 

him you are very hard to see, so it is important you stay near a grown up as they 

are taller than you. 

To Finish: Use the HOLD HANDS, STOP, LOOK, LISTEN, THINK sequence of 

line drawings to revise the message. Have the children add a sequence of 

actions to go with each picture. 

Finish with a hand holding or Stop Look Listen song. 

Assessment Opportunities: 

 Can the children sequence the Stop Look Listen Think symbols ? 

 Can they spot a missing Stop Look Listen Think symbol in a sequence? 

 Can they sequence a series of pictures showing the crossing actions? 

 Use the follow up ideas to observe their knowledge in action. 

 



 

Follow up ideas: 

 Suggest to the children that they might like to teach their toys or other setting 

toys about being safe by the road.  

 Have a role play opportunity in the setting for exploring the lessons 

discussed. This might be the mat with roads printed on it or a road with 

pavement drawn/painted on taped to a table or the floor – or the same 

chalked outside. 

 Have a ROAD SAFETY week, include in a MYSELF or PEOPLE who HELP 

US topic may be, and try to involve parents through encouraging them to let 

the child (supported where needed) talk through the crossing sequence each 

time they cross (may be as if teaching a toy, their adult or a sibling!) and 

record it on a card to collect a prize – (sticker may be) when they have run 

through it a chosen number of times. 

 


